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The automobile industry today is the most lucrative industry. Due to the increase in disposable 

income in both rural and urban sector and easy finance being provided by all the financial 

institutions, the passenger car sales have increased.

India has emerged as one of the huge potential markets for cars of varied segments. Although 

the small cars dominate the market but the market for premium cars in India has been 

growing slowly and steadily. In India, premium cars are usually priced between INR 700,000 to 

INR 1,500,000.  

It is fact that if you are satisfied you recommended to others. Word of mouth and customer 

satisfaction play a very important role in determining market perception about an automobile. 

It is the market perception that determines the success of a company and so it is very 

important for the car manufacturers to measure the “willingness of existing users of a product 

to recommend it to others”. 

A car is one of the most significant purchases that an Indian household makes and this 

project addresses the most important question that perplexes car manufacturers: “What 

makes the perfect car that influence willfully, purchase and satisfaction level? ” The project 

highlights the factors that influence the buying decision of a consumer. The factor under 

consideration would be: 
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Is an Indian consumer ready for more?  

Which is the driving motive behind the effective demand of the car?  

Is the introduction of new models, going to effect the buying decision of consumer?

In other words, from the spread of choices offered by various manufacturers under various 

segments, which one, of the customer will finally turn the ignition on and drive. 

Customer satisfaction index: some of the most advance thinking in the business world 

recognizes that customer relationships are best treated as assets, and that methodical 

analysis of these relationships can provide a road map for improving them.

 “If you cannot measure it, you cannot improve it.” – Lord William Thomson Kelvin (1824-

1907) “

The fact that word of mouth sales are a big deal in this industry has also helped. Industry 

players and market surveys reveal that 20-30 percent of sales are through word of mouth”.

For the purpose of the project has undergone through: 

	 •		 Surveying	the	relevant	consumer	base	through	exhaustive	questionnaire.

	 •	 Understanding	the	elements	underplaying	in	premium	segment.

	 •	 Deducing	an	analytical	overview	through	different	statistical	methods.

Introduction
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Objectives of Study

The research objective is a statement, in as precise terminology as possible, of what 

information is needed. The research objective should be framed so that obtaining the 

information will ensure that the research purpose is satisfied. 

Research objective have three components. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

The research question specifies the information the decision making needs. The responsibility 

of the researcher is to make the research questions as specific and precise as possible. The 

research question asks what specific information is required to achieve the research purpose, 

or answer the research problem. If the research questions are answered by the research, then 

the information should aid the decision maker. 

DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES 

A hypotheses is a possible answer to a question. Development of hypotheses implies 

generating basically alternative answers to research questions. The research determines 

which of these alternative answers is correct. It is not always possible to develop hypotheses, 

but efforts should be made. 

SCOPE OR BOUNDARIES OF THE RESEARCH 

Defining the scope of the research or the research boundaries ensures the desired precision 

or accuracy of the result.
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The researcher’s responsibility is to restate the initial variables associated with the decision 

problem, that is convert the research problem, in the form of one or more key question 

formats- 

 How	 •		 What	 •		 Where	 •		 When	 •	 Why 

The study has been undertaken to analyze the customer satisfaction towards Premium 

segment cars in India in Gurgaon (Haryana) with a special reference to the Honda motors, the 

other objectives are:

	 To gather information about customer satisfaction toward premium segment for inter-

brand comparison in Gurgaon (Haryana).

	 To know the customer perception about features, maintenance cost and looks of cars.

	 To know the customer satisfaction level of car owners of premium segment.

	 To do comparative analysis of four similar products from four different brands.

	 To know which brand reached the customer expectation in premium segment.

Objectives of Study
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SCOPE OF THE STUDY

It is aimed to study the car market and buying behavior of the customer. The project is 

analyzed by the demographic, psychographic and buying characteristics of the customers in 

buying the premium segment car. It includes the detailed study of customers focusing on the 

various parameters that lead to identifying and understanding the perception of the customer 

in buying the car brands. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

A brand is a set of expectations and associations evoked from company or product. A 

brand is how key constituents- customers, employees etc. experiences what you do. Some 

brands are of such great importance to people, that we speak of them as a part of one’s life 

and identity, being used to express one. Some would say that these brands have their own 

personality, the brand perception, which can be defined as the set of human characteristics 

associated with a given brand. 

Because many people interact with brand as though they were other people, it is important to 

understand what a brand perception consists of, and how its characteristics can be used to 

affect the relationship between the brands and its users.  

 

Scope of the Study
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Knowing and understanding the brand perception gives a good insight into this relationship, 

and into peoples’ attitudes towards the brand, and is also an important guide to communicat-

ing the brand. 

Like apparel and lifestyles brands, a car is extension of one’s perception. People buy cars 

which either matches their personalities or those which provide them opportunities of being 

perceived as somebody they aspire to be. This becomes significant as consumers move up 

the value chain from small compact cars to midsize and upwards. 

Scope of the Study
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A research process consists of stages or steps that guide the project from its conception 

through the final analysis, recommendations and ultimate actions. The research process 

provides a systematic, planned approach to the research project and ensures that all aspects 

of the research project are consistent with each other. 

Research studies evolve through a series of steps, each representing the answer to a key 

question. 

INTRODUCTION

This chapter aims to understand the research methodology establishing a framework of 

evaluation and revaluation of primary and secondary research. 

The techniques and concepts used during primary research in order to arrive at findings; 

which are also dealt with and lead to a logical deduction towards the analysis and results.

RESEARCH DESIGN 

I propose to first conduct a intensive secondary research to understand the full impact and 

implication of the industry, to review and critique the industry norms and reports, on which 

certain issues shall be selected, which I feel remain unanswered or liable to change, which 

shall be further taken up in the next stage of exploratory research. This stage shall help 

me to restrict and select only the important question and issue, which inhabit growth and 

Research Methodology
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segmentation in the industry. 

The various tasks that I have undertaken in the research design process are:

	 •	 Defining	the	information	need	

	 •	 Design	the	exploratory,	descriptive	and	causal	research.	

RESEARCH PROCESS 

The research process has four distinct yet interrelated steps for research analysis 

It has a logical and hierarchical ordering:

	 •	 Determination	of	information	research	problem.	

	 •	 Development	of	appropriate	research	design.	

	 •	 Execution	of	research	design.	

	 •	 Communication	of	results.

Each step is viewed as a separate process that includes a combination of task, step and 

specific procedure. The steps undertake are logical, objective, systematic, reliable, valid, 

impersonal and ongoing.

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH

The method I used for exploratory research was

Research Methodology
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   PRIMARY       SECONDARY 
  DATA      DATA

PRIMARY DATA 

New data gathered to help solve the problem at hand. As compared to secondary data 

which is previously gathered data. An example is information gathered by a questionnaire. 

Qualitative or quantitative data that are newly collected in the course of research, Consists of 

original information that comes from people and includes information gathered from surveys, 

focus groups, independent observations and test results. Data gathered by the researcher in 

the act of conducting research. This is contrasted to secondary data which entails the use of 

data gathered by someone other than the research information that is obtained directly from 

first-hand sources by means of surveys, observation or experimentation.

Primary data is basically collected by getting questionnaire filled by the respondents.

SECONDARY DATA

Information that already exists collected for another purpose. Sources include census reports, 

trade publications, and subscription services. Data that was already collected and published 

for another research project (other than the one at hand). There are two types of secondary 

Research Methodology
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data: internal and external secondary data. Information compiled inside or outside the 

organization for some purpose other than the current investigation. Data, which has already 

been collected for other purpose than the current study. Researching information, which was 

already been published. Market information compiled for purposes other than the current 

research effort; it can be internal data, such as existing sales-tracking information, or it can be 

research conducted by someone else, such as a market research company or the government 

published, already available data that comes from pre-existing sets of information, like 

medical records, vital statistics, prior research studies and archival data. 

Secondary source of data used consists of books and websites

My proposal is to first conduct a intensive secondary research to understand the full impact 

and implication of the industry, to review and critique the industry norms and reports, on 

which certain issues shall be selected, which I feel remain unanswered or liable to change, 

this shall be further taken up in the next stage of exploratory research. 

DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH 

Steps in the descriptive research: 

	 •	 	 Statement	of	the	problem	

	 •	 	 Identification	of	information	needed	to	solve	the	problem	

Research Methodology
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	 •	 	 Selection	or	development	of	instruments	for	gathering	the	information	

	 •	 	 Identification	of	target	population	and	determination	of	sampling	Plan.	

	 •	 	 Design	of	procedure	for	information	collection

	 •	 	 Collection	of	information	

	 •	 	 Analysis	of	information

	 •	 	 Generalizations	and/or	predictions

DATA COLLECTION

Data collection took place with the help of filling of questionnaires. The questionnaire method 

has come to the more widely used and economical means of data collection. The common 

factor in all varieties of the questionnaire method is this reliance on verbal responses to 

questions, written or oral. I found it essential to make sure the questionnaire was easy to read 

and understand to all spectrums of people in the sample. It was also important as researcher 

to respect the samples time and energy hence the questionnaire was designed in such a way, 

that its administration would not exceed 4-5 mins. These questionnaires were personally 

administered.

The first hand information was collected by making the people fill the questionnaires. 

The primary data collected by directly interacting with the people. The respondents were 

contacted at service centers. The data was collected by interacting with 60 respondents who 

filled the questionnaires and gave me the required necessary information. The respondents 

Research Methodology
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consisted of business men and professionals etc. the required information was collected by 

directly interacting with these respondents.

DETERMINATION THE SAMPLE PLAN AND SAMPLE SIZE

TARGET POPULATION 

It is a description of the characteristics of that group of people from whom a course is 

intended. It attempts to describe them as they are rather than as the describer would like 

them to be. Also called the audience the audience to be served by our project includes key 

demographic information (i.e.; age, sex etc.).The specific population intended as beneficiaries 

of a program. This will be either all or a subset of potential users, such as adolescents, women 

and or the residents of a particular geographic area. Topic areas: Governance, Accountability 

and Evaluation, Operations Management and Leadership. A population to be reached through 

some action or intervention; may refer to groups with specific demographic or geographic 

characteristics. The group of people you are trying to reach with a particular strategy or 

activity. The target population is the population I want to make conclusions about. In an ideal 

situation, the sampling frames to matches the target population. A specific resource set that 

is the object or target of investigation. The audience defined in age, background, ability, and 

preferences, among other things, for which a given course of instruction is intended. 

I have selected the sample through Simple random Sampling

Research Methodology
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SAMPLE SIZE: 

This involves figuring out how many samples one need.

The numbers of samples you need are affected by the following factors: 

•	 Project	goals	 

•	 How	you	plan	to	analyze	your	data	 

•	 How	variable	your	data	are	or	are	likely	to	be	 

•	 How	precisely	you	want	to	measure	change	or	trend 

•	 The	number	of	years	over	which	you	want	to	detect	a	trend	 

•	 How	many	times	a	year	you	will	sample	each	point 

•	 How	much	money	and	manpower	you	have 

I have targeted 60 people in the four age group for the purpose of the research. The sample 

size is influenced by the target population. The target population represents the Gurgaon 

regions. The people were from different professional backgrounds. 

Tools used: Bar graphs, Pie charts, tables and percentages.

Research Methodology
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Car statistics in india

The Indian car industry is going from strength to strength. Fast, faster and fastest. And there is 

no turning back. International giants are zeroing on to India. 

The Indian automotive industry is the 2nd fastest growing in the world. 

India became the fifth largest motor vehicle/car manufacturer in the world in 2011. Indian auto 

manufacturers produced a record 20.4 million motor vehicles in 2011-12 (Apr-Mar). 3.124 

million Passenger vehicles rolled out from Indian auto plants in 2011-12.

India’s automobile exports in 2011-12 (2.9 million units) included 331,539 passenger cars and 

1,004,174 two-wheelers. India is the second largest motorcycle (6.54 m produced in 2011-12) 

and the fourth largest commercial vehicle manufacturer in the world. Auto exports amounted 

to almost USD 2.3 billion in the year 2005-06. Over 13 million people work directly or indirectly 

in the auto industry. Indian car exports have increased at a rapid pace reaching 210,088 units 

(mostly Maruti-Suzuki and Hyundai models) during the first half (Apr-Sep) of 2011-12, well 

ahead of China.

Established auto manufacturers and new entrants in the Indian auto market are expanding 

their production capacities on a large scale. 

The domestic sale of passenger cars has increased significantly over the years. A graphical 

representation of the domestic sale of cars will give you an insight about the present market 

situation prevailing in the country: 
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In the recent years, India has emerged as one of the major bases for manufacturing small 

passenger cars. At present the Indian automotive industry boasts of being the 3 rd largest 

manufacturer of small cars. According to the car statistics almost 70% of the cars sold in 

this country come under the segment of small cars. A number of car manufacturers like: 

Maruti Udyog, Tata Motors, Hyundai, Honda, Ford, Hindustan Motors, Fiat, General Motors 

etc offer various new model of cars now and then. It is expected that the various automobile 

manufacturers will be investing about $ 5 billion in India. 

As per the car statistics, export of passenger cars from India has also grown considerably 

over the last decade. A graphical representation of car export trend will help you to make an 

in-depth analysis of the present status of the Indian automotive industry: 

Car statistics in india
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With new strategies being implemented and more investments being made in Indian 

automotive industry the production as well as the domestic sale and exports will increase 

substantially. 

A graphical representation of the total sale trend of passenger cars (including the domestic 

sale and exports) is given below:

Car statistics in india
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MANUFACTUR-
ERS

OCT-12 NOV-12 DEC-12 JAN-13 FEB-13 MAR-13 APR-13 MAY-13 JUN-13 JUL-13 AUG-13 SEP-13 OCT-13 MARKET 
SHARE%

MARUTI 96002 90882 82073 103026 97955 107890 90523 77821 77002 75145 76018 90399 96062 41.94

HYUNDAI 35778 34751 26697 34302 34002 33858 32403 32102 30610 25965 28311 30601 36002 15.72

MAHINDRA 26932 24605 22761 26514 23421 25847 20749 22244 17232 15530 15821 18916 22924 10.01

TATA 21119 18031 14185 15209 10613 12347 11570 11134 11804 10824 11564 12839 14133 6.17

TOYOTA 12281 10352 12071 13329 12756 19452 9007 10023 11010 11515 12007 12015 13162 5.75

HONDA 7719 3453 3807 5337 6304 10044 8488 11340 9297 11222 8913 10354 11214 4.9

FORD 7577 5944 6517 6062 4490 5271 4003 4002 7145 7867 8008 10640 9163 4

CHEVROLET 6682 7204 7045 7588 7106 9006 8196 8496 6575 6503 6673 7048 7715 3.37

RENAULT 6790 6607 5924 4914 6723 8232 6314 6300 6007 3763 3733 4822 5403 2.36

NISSAN 1853 2787 2424 4055 1948 2125 1239 2080 2954 1225 2494 2350 4879 2.13

VOLKSWAGEN 5607 5681 4464 6920 5810 6506 4566 5116 5356 4739 4805 4519 4828 2.11

SKODA 1781 1612 2576 2057 1947 2079 1934 1916 1579 1560 1374 1439 2206 0.96

FIAT 568 270 369 344 203 462 391 620 775 928 1003 1086 1212 0.53

HM-MITSUBISHI 406 412 479 430 815 725 113 144 116 163 173 170 154 0.07

GRAND TOTAL 231095 212591 191392 230087 214093 243844 199496 193338 187462 176949 180897 207198 229057 100

Car statistics in india
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Car statistics in india
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Company Profile

Honda Siel Cars India Ltd., (HSCI) was incorporated in December 1995 as a joint venture 

between Honda Motor Co. Ltd., Japan and Siel Limited, a Siddharth Shriram Group company, 

with a commitment to providing Honda’s latest passenger car models and technologies, to 

the Indian customers. The total investment made by the company in India till date is Rs 1620 

crores in Greater Noida plant and Rs 784 crores in Tapukara plant.

HONDA-HISTORY

	 Japanese mechanic Soichiro Honda started Honda Motor Company in 1948

	 Between 1957 and 1958 Honda Motor Company hired additional engineers and 

created the sporty S360 and S500 and the T360 pickup

	 In 1970 it exported its first car to the United States, the N600. However, it was 

the Civic that established Honda as a serious car manufacturer. 
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Honda’s global lineup consists of

HONDA F I T

C IV IC  HYBR ID

CR-V

HONDA ODYSSEYACURA TL

ACCORD HYBR ID

Company Profile
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STRATEGY OF HONDA 

•	 Corporate Strategy

•	 Enterprise	Strategy:	

They are dedicated to supplying latest  generation cars with advanced 

technology, greater fuel efficiency and competitive prices, along with 

friendly and efficient after sales back up, maintaining “quality” as core of 

all activities.

•	 Business Strategy: usiness Strgy
		R&D is sharpening the business advantage of Honda, together with 

the fierce competition between Honda and competitors

		Honda continuously research and develop new technology to bring 
customers products with excellent

Operational Strategy

Company Profile
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•	 Operational Strategy: 

		Honda operates in the worldwide market – with 134 production 
facilities and at 31 R&D facilities , about 167000 Honda employees 
and associates serve 23 million customers worldwide annually.

•	 Individual Strategy: dividual Strate
		The individual strategy of Honda is reflected through the Honda‘s 

philosophy– The Three Joy – The Joy of buying, the joy of selling, 
and the joy of producing.

Company Profile
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HONDA OPERATION

Company Profile
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HONDA ASSEMBLY PLANT

CHINA- DONGFENG HONDA AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

		Joint venture between the Dongfeng Motor Corporation and Honda Motor 
Company

		These vehicles and imports are available at 253 dealers across China at the time 
of OCT, 2009 opended: 2003

EAST LIBERTY AUTO PLANT 

		is a Honda factory in East Liberty, Ohio, United States. 

		The assembly plant opened in 1989.

HONDA ATLAS CARS (PAKISTAN) LIMITED

		 is a joint venture between Honda Motor 
Company Limited, Japan and the Atlas 
Group, Pakistan. The company was incorporated on November 4, 1992.

		 On July 14, 1994, booking of Honda cars started at six dealerships in Karachi, 
Lahore and Islamabad.  

 

Company Profile
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HONDA OF CANADA MANUFACTURING INC 

	 Currently, the two main plants have approximately 4,600 employees and have an 
annual capacity of 390,580 cars per year

	 In 1986, Honda of Canada Mfg. (HCM) began production with the assembly of 
the Honda Accord

		 The vehicles produced at HCM are sold in Canada and exported to the United 
States and other export markets

HONDA MANUFACTURING OF ALABAMA- NORTH AMERICA

	 (HMA) is an automobile manufacturer located in Lincoln, Alabama.

	 Honda is proud to invest in America—its economy and its people

	 HMA is also the first Honda factory to have both engine die-casting and 
machining on site as well as vehicle assembly, under the same roof. 

	 HMA is the sole manufacturer of the Honda Odyssey, Honda Pilot, and Honda 
Ridgeline.

 INDIA

	 Honda Siel Cars India Greater Noida,Uttar Pradesh, India

Company Profile
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BRASIL  

	 R&D activities began in 1980

	 Developing strategies that reflect the unique economic, cultural and market 
conditions of the Region 

	 Domestic production of Honda cars began in 1997, the plant in Sumaré 

	 Honda Automoveis do Brasil has now an annual production capacity of 70,000 
automobiles - building the Civic Sedan and the Honda Fit.

SWOT ANALYSIS OF HONDA

STRENGTH:

	 Exotic interior

	 Unique aerodynamic shape

	 Developed afterwards connected R&D with the latest technology

	 Various models targeting assorted chump segments

	 Revolutionary engine technology

	 Comfortable

	 Diversification

	 Quality and customer satisfaction

	 Competitiveness in innovative

	 Pioneer in engineering low emissions   internal combustion and hybrid 
technology.

Company Profile
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WEAKNESS

	 Use of Cutting bend technology gives acceleration to problems

	 Civic models could cause abashing for the customer

	 Prices.

	 They do not have a strong offering in a truck line.

	 Reputation for being underpowered or pokey econo-boxes.

OPPORTUNITIES

	 Offering in a pickup type truck would be profitable.

	 Continue progressing low emission vehicles and alternative power sources.

	 Developing nations. 

THREATS

	 Prices.

	 Technology.

	 New Markets. 

Company Profile
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CAGE

CULTURE

 	 Philosophy still remains the two fundamental 
belies, which are – Respect for the Individual 
and –The Three Joys

ECONOMICAL

 	 Honda conducts its businesses in Japan and throughout the world (including 
North America, Europe and Asia). A continued economic slowdown, recession 
and the sustained loss of consumer confidence in these markets, which may be 
caused by rising fuel prices or other factors, could trigger a decline in demand 
for automobiles, motorcycles and power products that may adversely affect 
Honda‘s results of operations U.S financial crisis has affected the economics 
over the world.

GEOGRAPHY

 	 The problem of climate change is of global scope—it cannot be solved through 
isolated regional measures alone. The entire world must work together to 
face this problem. However, there is still a significant gap between developed 
and developing countries in terms of access to convenient transportation. 
Improvement in the quality of mobility is indispensable to the betterment of 
people‘s lives. Consequently, the demand for automobiles and other means of 
transportation will likely continue to increase

Company Profile
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ADMINISTRATIVE

 	 Regulations regarding vehicle emission levels, 
fuel economy, noise, safety and noxious 
substances, as well as levels of pollutants from 
production plants, are extensive within the 
automobile, motorcycle and power product 
industries. These regulations are subject to 
change, and are often made more restrictive.

Honda City
Brand : Honda City 

Company: Honda

Ever since its launch in late 2008, the new City has been a huge success for Honda. Last 

year a new face-lifted version was launched. The futuristic design is razor-sharp and is a big 

change over its predecessor. The City is based on the Jazz platform. The front end looks 

almost alien like with a sleek face and sharp headlights. The rest of the design is simple 

yet sharp and sporty. It has lost all the awkwardness of the earlier City. The boot is neatly 

integrated into the design and the stubby tail sticks out. It may seem compact at first glance 

but the new City has a bigger wheelbase over the earlier model. With the new City, Honda has 

made some small but significant changes to the exterior.

Company Profile
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In the front you get a chrome front grille, new front bumper, ORVM with turn indicators and 10 

spoke alloy wheels. Step inside and you will be greeted by a Civic like steering-wheel which 

looks cool and the centre-console looks futuristic. The design is again sporty and is heavily 

inspired by its bigger brother the Civic. An addition to the steering controls apart from the 

audio is the cruise control functionality. You will also find an electric sunroof but only in the 

top V variant. The audio system has an USB/MP3/AUX/AM/FM player and you listen to music 

through USB. There is no CD player but it is available as an option, which is surprising to say 

the least. Space has always been the City’s strength and the rear seats are spacious and the 

cabin has an airy feeling to it. 

The engine in the new Honda City is the same as the older one - a 1.5L 4 cylinder, 16 valve 

i-VTEC, developing 118 PS of max power at 6600 rpm. Read the last line again ‘6600 rpm’ - 

this motor loves to rev and the engine is a gem. The power delivery is smooth and when you 

do high speeds the engine does not feel strained at all. The new City delivers 16.8kmpl (as per 

ARAI) in manual geared version. Among petrol sedans, these are one of the best figures, the 

reason for that is that the City is relatively lightweight at 1095 kg and 1110 kg (with sunroof).

The City is also available with an automatic gearbox. The automatic is a 5 speed with paddle 

shift. The handling of the City is also very good as there is no body-roll and the car feels 

athletic and responds quickly.

The ride is much better now but some potholes are still felt in the cabin. The City range 

Company Profile
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starts with the base ‘Corporate’ edition which can be yours for Rs 7.3 lakhs ex-showroom. 

This variant is good value for money but is without features such as audio system, steering 

controls – but aren’t most of the rivals this way too? If you cannot stretch your budget it is a 

very good buy. The top model is Rs 10.6 lakhs while the automatic is also with ‘S’ and  ‘V’ 

versions too. In the end the Honda City may not have a diesel engine but it has got enough to 

make it a force to be reckoned with. Plus now the City is being offered with CNG which can 

be fitted at the dealership for an extra amount of Rs 65000. At the moment it offers the best 

value of space, performance and fuel-economy in the petrol sedan space.

DESIGN AND INTERIOR

The car’s exteriors and interiors have dashing which can make any car enthusiast stand up 

and look at it. The contrast-color dual-toned dashboard is nice to look at. The car sports a 

trendy meter design and integrated audio system. As all models of Honda, comfort seems to 

be the motor of the manufacturers.

The car has features like Gear Shift Knob, Chrome Interior Door Handle, Center Console Panel 

Type, Switch Panel, Audio System, Digital Odometer, 2 Tone Interior Colors, Fabric Upholstery, 

Chrome Surround Gauges, Adjustable Driver Seat, AC System with Heater, Electric Power 

Steering with Tilt, Power Door Mirrors, Power Door Mirrors, Rear Center Armrest, Front Wiper, 

Company Profile
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Center Console Tray with Foldable Glass Holders, Body colored Bumper, Roof Mounted Radio 

Antenna, New Design Front Chrome Grille, 3D Multi-reflector Headlamps etc.

VARIANTS AND PRICE

The car is available in model variants of City ZX EXi, City ZX GXi, City ZX CVT, City ZX VTEC, 

and City IVTEC. The price range of Honda City starts from Rs. 8.15 Lakhs upto Rs. 9.50 

Lakhs.

ENGINE

Honda’s intelligent Dual and Sequential Ignition (i-DSI) engine delivers high performance, high 

fuel economy and low toxic emissions. Its 1497 cc engine delivers 77Bhp at 5000 rpm with 

125 Nm of torque peaking at a low 2700 rpm.

SAFETY

Safety features include Keyless Entry with Answer Back, Driver Side Pinch-Guard, Door 

Beams, Childproof Rear Door Locks, Height Adjustable Front Seatbelts, High-mount Brake 

Lights, Door Ajar Warning Light, and Rear Window De-froster.

Company Profile
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Competitors Profile

HYUNDAI CARS IN INDIA

Hyundai Motor India Limited (HMIL) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hyundai Motor Company 

(HMC). HMIL is the largest passenger car exporter and the second largest car manufacturer 

in India. It currently markets nine car models across segments - in the A2 segment it has the 

Eon, Santro, i10, Grand i10 and the i20, in the A3 segment the Verna, in the A4 segment the 

Elantra, in the A5 segment Sonata and in the SUV segment the Santa Fe

Fluidic Verna 
Brand : Verna 

Company : Hyundai Motors

Back in 2006, Hyundai introduced the Verna to the Indian market for the first time. 

Internationally the Verna was a replacement for the ageing Accent. But here in India, the 

Accent was doing well enough on its own and stepped down the price ladder to make way for 

the Verna. The Verna had been doing decent numbers thanks to its potent diesel engine.

In 2011, the new Verna is here and promises to give the segment leaders something to think 

about. Available with 1.4 and 1.6-litre powerplants in both petrol and diesel along with a 

manual and automatic transmission, the new Verna certainly offers a good range of options to 

the midsize buyer. Here’s a sneak preview

At first glance, you are relieved to find there is no toothy Korean grille and unnecessary 
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curves. The new Verna looks contemporary and sharp. The new design philosophy is certainly 

a lot more pleasing to the eye. The Verna is actually quite a good looking car, the bold face 

with coupe-like glass house along with the tastefully selected alloy wheels give the Verna a 

sporty stance. And there is power to match the show too.

Hyundai Verna is made distinct by its clean, modern and trendy texture, which makes it an 

object of panache. The car is rich in style and 

swift in movement, making it an elegant entity. 

It is a medium segment luxury sedan, and yet it 

projects a very sporty look on itself. Performing 

well in the domain of luxury, comfort and 

design, it has created right noises about itself.

The top-of-the-line 1.6-litre CRDi manual 

transmission. The new 1582cc, 4-cylinder common rail diesel employs a variable geometry 

turbocharger (VGT) and belts out a healthy 126bhp and 260Nm of torque. It’s quite refined for 

most parts, but it does tend to take a slightly coarse note as you near the redline.

Verna offers a big and spacious cabin. The interiors look far better and they seem to be well 

put together as well. While the old one looked plain-jane, the new facia looks modern and 

inviting. Plastic quality is also a couple of notches higher than the older car. And its not only 

quality that’s better, the new Verna is more spacious too with more legroom on offer all round. 

Competitors Profile
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Even in the rear, there’s plenty of legroom and the rear passengers will not complain even with 

a six-footer in the front.

Verna 1.6 to be quicker than the VW Vento. Initial tests reveal a time of 11.07 seconds to 

100kph. The gearbox with its short throws is easy to use and the ratios seemed tuned more 

for economy than outright performance.

The seats themselves are comfortable, but the high window line in the rear robs the feeling 

of space a little. The Verna in SX trim comes loaded with goodies. Climate control, keyless 

ignition, reverse camera, leather upholstery, integrated music system with Bluetooth 

connectivity and steering mounted controls. Also commendable is the safety kit with six 

airbags, ABS and EBD. Wonder why they left out rear aircon vents.

The light steering makes it easy to pilot around narrow roads and in traffic. Ride quality is also 

good at low to medium speeds. It soaks up bumps with minimum fuss at city speeds. It is 

firmer than the previous car, but comfortable nevertheless. As the speeds rise, you begin to 

feel the suspension could have been stiffer still.

Overall, the new Verna certainly ticks all the right boxes. It may not be an enthusiast’s 

delight, but it will do most things without a bother. It’s got a powerful engine, spacious and 

comfortable interiors and comes loaded to the gills with equipment. 

 It is definitely a better handler than the outgoing car, but it still has scope for improvement.

Competitors Profile
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MARUTI CARS IN INDIA

Maruti Udyog Limited, the largest automotive manufacturer of India was established in 

February 1981 though the production started only in 1983. The company started as a 50-50 

JV between Suzuki of Japan and Maruti. The government of India held 18.28% stake untill 

recently. This holding stake was sold off to the financial institutions in May, 2007. Suzuki has 

gradually increased its holding 

percentage to 54.2. The first 

offering from Maruti, the 800, was 

the bestseller for a long time till its 

sibling, the Alto, took over. Selling 

over 5,00,000 cars annually in the 

domestic market, Maruti exports 

close to 30,000 units to several 

countries. Of late, the Indian giant was facing stiff competition from various manufacturers 

and Maruti did well by launching the Swift which is a modern and exudes a lifestyle image. 

The trend continued with the SX4. The large portfoilio takes care of the options available to 

the customer.

Maruti Suzuki
Brand : Maruti Suzuki SX4

Company: Maruti Uydog

Competitors Profile
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India’s homegrown small-car specialist, Maruti Suzuki, hasn’t had the best of runs with selling 

big cars. And the most recent evidence has been the SX4, another Maruti car that didn’t 

get due credit, largely owing to stiff competition from more modern rivals. But Maruti isn’t 

giving up on its sedan just yet. While the next-gen SX4 revealed internationally is still far from 

reaching India, what the Indian carmaker has in store for us is a refreshed SX4 with some 

cosmetic updates.

It starts with a prominent new chrome grille and an updated front bumper, giving the 2013 

SX4 a sharper look. The outside rear-view mirrors are electrically foldable and come with 

integrated turn indicators. In profile, this facelift looks the same as the older car and the rear 

styling also remains unchanged.

There is an equally modest change inside, where the new dual-tone black-and-beige palette 

gives the cabin a fresh feel. Fit and finish is impressive, with splashes of faux wood and 

chrome further highlighting the colour facelift. Also new on the top-end ZXi and ZDi variants 

are the fully integrated touch screen audio system with AUX-in and USB connectivity, and 

satnav is an optional feature.

The front seats are extremely supportive and comfortable, and the elevated position gives a 

better outside view. However, the ‘A’ pillar creates a huge blind spot, which can be annoying 

at times. Although the rear seats are quite comfortable, rear legroom feels on the shorter side.

Competitors Profile
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There are no major mechanical changes on the new SX4 and it continues to be powered 

by the 1.3-litre DDiS diesel and 1.6-litre VVT petrol engines. The diesel version was quite a 

reminder of why the SX4 deserves more than what the sales numbers suggest. It runs on our 

nation’s most beloved engine, the 1248cc Fiat-sourced MultiJet, which is good for 89bhp and 

200Nm.

Start the motor and you’ll be surprised how remarkably quiet the SX4 diesel is at idle. 

Coupled to a five-speed manual gearbox, the car kicks off in a brilliant manner and the motor 

loves being revved hard to its redline just past 5000rpm, which is commendable for a diesel 

motor.

You hardly feel any turbo lag at lower RPM and the motor responds well to part-throttle input. 

The spot-on gearing makes the SX4 a well-sorted sedan both in the city and out on the 

highway. The ride is on the softer side, which means it absorbs most road irregularities easily 

– you can glide over rough patches without bothering to slow down. However, on the rear 

seat, it’s on the bumpier side and there’s a hint of body roll while going around corners. But 

that doesn’t take away much from the overall dynamics of the car.

With the help of some minor tuning, Maruti claims its SX4 is now greener than before, with 

the diesel returning 21.79kpl and the petrol 16.51. Maruti hasn’t really changed the prices for 
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the reworked models, and the top-end ZDI variant with dual airbags, ABS, climate control, 

steering-mounted audio controls and alloy wheels retails at Rs 10.36 lakh (ex-showroom, 

Mumbai).

The SX4 diesel feels excellent in this state of tune and the cabin offers good overall comfort 

and space. 

The numbers

4cyl, 1248cc, turbo-diesel, 89bhp, 200Nm, 5M, 21.79kpl (claimed), 165kph (claimed),  

Rs 10.36 lakh (ex-showroom, Delhi)

Competitors Profile
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TOYOTA CARS IN INDIA

Toyota Motor Corporation is a Japanese automaker headquartered in Toyota, Aichi, Japan. 

In 2010 the multinational corporation consisted of 325,905 employees worldwide and, as of 

March 2013, is the thirteenth-largest company in the world by revenue. Toyota is one of the 

biggest vehicle manufacturers, and one of the most widely known companies, in the world 

today.

Since its inception in India in 1997, Toyota Kirloskar Motor has witnessed a steady growth in 

the Indian automotive market and is today more than ready to seize the enormous opportunity 

India offers

Corolla Altis
Brand : Corolla Altis

Company: Toyota

Toyota Altis has never been the car you dream of every night. It is something that is bought 

with the head rather than the heart. You have to give it credit though; it is as reliable as the 

rain in London and for most people as boring as the Opera. But boring doesn’t mean it 

doesn’t do the job.

If you look at the Altis objectively, it is actually quite a nice car. Anyway, Toyota has now gone 
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ahead and updated the Altis but don’t really hold your breath. There is a facelift and it is okay 

if you can’t tell. But if you must know, the grille is slightly changed, the headlights are slightly 

larger and tail lamps get 

the LED treatment. Apart 

from this there’s nothing 

different really.

However, most work 

has happened on the 

mechanicals or as we 

say under the hood. The 

1.8-litre engine now gets 

dual VVT-i. This means 

the variable valve timing now works on both the exhaust and intake valves making the power 

delivery smoother and making the engine more efficient. Apart from this the other biggest 

change is the 7-speed automatic CVT gearbox. 

The suspension has not changed, it is still tuned more for ride comfort and the light steering 

isn’t exactly going to shame a BMW anytime soon. On the inside, there are some new features 

like the engine start/stop button, a touchscreen audio, keyless entry among others. Also, the 

manual transmission version is now a six-speed.

Competitors Profile
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Findings and Analysis

CROSS TABULATION
1. Why you bought your present car? Please rank from the highest order of preference.

  1. Increase in Disposable Income

  2. Better Safety at Roads

  3. Family Needs

  4. Increase in Family Size

  5. Suits your life style and personality
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INTERPRETATION: 

As per the analysis shows, Lifestyle and personality seems to be the most important reason 

for buying a car in this segment. This trend shows that people who purchase the premium 

segment cars are more inclined toward lifestyle and personality it also reflected in the growth 

of the Per capita income and consequently the growth of the Indian automobile industry. Sim-

ilarly, Increase in disposable income, growing family needs like working partners, increasing 

family size etc. add to the motives of buying a car.

2. You decided to buy a car brand because of (rate best 3 factors from 1 to 3 in order 
of your preference)

1. Affordable Price

2. Technical superiority over competition

3. Comfort

4. Manufacture’s Image

5. Value for money

6. Safety

7. After sales services

Findings and Analysis
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INTERPRETATION:

The most important reason for buying a car when it comes to premium segment cars seems to be 

“Technical Superiority over competition”. 30% of the respondents in this segment suggested that 

“Technical Superiority over competition” is the most important factor while purchasing a car and 

second most important in the minds of buyers in this segment is the manufacturer’s image. This 

is the reason for sticking to a particular segment. This reason is followed by ‘Comfort’ where the 

customers look for the comfort as their preference, affordable price, value for money and after sale 

services has been rated as lowest in this segment of cars.

Findings and Analysis
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PRODUCT SATISFACTION LEVEL

3. Please rate your existing car in terms of understated Interior design features on scale of 

1 to 5 where

1.  Highly Dissatisfied

2. Dissatisfied

3. Neutral

4. Satisfied

5. Highly Satisfied

INTERIOR TYPE 1 2 3 4 5
SEATS DESIGN

LEG ROOM

DASH BOARD

INTERIOR COLOR

MUSIC SYSTEM

ADJUSTABLE FRONT SEAT HEADREST

INTERPRETATION: 

Interiors play a very important role in deciding the sale of a car. More plush, comfortable and exotic 

the interiors are more are the chances of its being popular among the customers. For this reason 

manufacturers spend billions of dollars every year on R&D to continuously improve the interiors of their 

cars. Seats, legroom, dash board, armrests etc are few of the options which count for the interiors. 

Analysis show substantially high with respect to its counterparts on the account of music system 
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installed. Similarly, Toyota races far ahead as far as legroom is concerned. However, Maruti and 

Hyundai fares badly on this front. Overall, almost all cars get a mixed response in this segment as 

far as the interiors are concerned. Honda appeared first as far as interior is concerned.

Findings and Analysis
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4. PLEASE RATE YOUR CAR IN TERMS OF FOLLOWING PARAMETERS

Parameter 1 2 3 4 5

Fuel consumption

Mileage (km/ltr)

Pick Up

Stability at higher speed

Top speed

Adjustable front seat Headrest

INTERPRETATION: 

The customer choice of the car highly depends upon the performance and maintenance costs of 

the car. This is the reason why this class of parameter was chosen for this study. And the results 

show that Honda fares the best car in its segment as most fuel efficient car of all followed by Hyun-

dia and Toyota. Toyota fares the best on the terms like mileage. So this segment shows a mixed 

bag of response for the Fuel efficiency and mileage parameter. Honda performs consistently on all 

the parameters

Findings and Analysis
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DEALER SERVICE SATISFACTION LEVEL

5. Please rate your dealer on the understated parameters on the scale of 1 to 5

1. Highly satisfied

2. Satisfied

3. Neutral

4. Dissatisfied

5. Highly dissatisfiedt

Findings and Analysis
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Parameter 1 2 3 4 5

Distance (Proximity)

Advertisements (Promotions)

Technical Facilities

Cost of Services

Availability of Spare

Service Time

Charges

Staff

Car Handing (Delivery & Service)

Ambiance of Service Center

Findings and Analysis
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Dealers are the middle men between a car manufacturer and its customers. Dealer thus 

becomes the most important link in joining the company to its customers as he is the person 

who will sell the product, will deliver it and will keep on providing the after sales services to 

the customers as and when required. So, it becomes necessary automatically to study dealer 

as a part of customers’ satisfaction journey with the product called car! Why Maruti fares so 

well ahead of its competitors till date and it’s the largest car company in India with the largest 

market share is because during the protected regime it build a dealers network so strong 

that its yet very difficult for most of the competitors to set up a network as large as Maruti. 

So wherever you go its not difficult to find a Maruti service station and a Maruti dealer. This 

is how Maruti has maintained relationships with its customers and has been able to convert 

most of them into a repeat customer. So, dealer network is something of such importance that 

while studying the customer’s satisfaction profile it’s almost impossible to ignore it. 

INTERPRETATION: 

While buying a car, dealers ‘choice play a very important role in deciding the company 

and model’s choice. So dealers act as influencers on the complete buying behavior of the 

prospective customers. Among all the listed factors Maruti fares the best among all its counter 

parts in terms of dealer density which is quite obvious. Also, the cost of service provided 

by Maruti dealers is the lowest followed by Hyundia. Similarly, for this segment cars, Maruti 

emerges out as the clear winner among the four car companies studied all thanks to the vast, 

extensive and well managed dealer system.

Findings and Analysis
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6. How do you rate the brand image of your car?

 1 2 3 4 5

  Very low         Very High

INTERPRETATION:

As per the analysis, Honda and Toyota is the car whose brand image is most preferred in the 

market. This is because they are known for its overall image. On the other side Hyundai is 

playing third role for the brand images of the car because of reason people consider hyundai 

as reliable and trustworthy which created a good platform for Hyundai. Though Maruti is most 

sought car in India, in terms of its performance and reliability but as a brand images it has 

ranked poorly in this servey. This established the fact that Maruti is consider to be most val-

ued cars in India but to this segment of cars Honda and Toyota lead, where brand images is 

concerned.

Findings and Analysis
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7. Will you recommend your car to your Friends/Colleagues

 o Yes

 o No

INTERPRETATION:

It seems logical that satisfied customers will someday become loyal customers, in other 

words there is a positive correlation between customer satisfaction scores and customer 

buying behavior. If a customer rates the car very high in satisfying his or her needs, the car 

manufacturer should expect more referrals and this is reflected in the analysis that 78% 

customers say that they will refer their car to their friends even if they move to other segment 

or other brand.

Findings and Analysis
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8. Will you buy your new car in the 

o Same Segment, Same manufacturer

o Same segment, different manufacturer

o Upper segment, same manufacturer

o Upper segment, different manufacturer

INTERPRETATION:

The analysis shows that most people when moving to upper segment will prefer a different 

manufacturer. And the next striking finding is that the customers will prefer both same and 

different manufacturers. This behavior is complex to understand as this are the customers 

who have given whopping response for recommending their car to their friends. It’s the reason 

why brand perception is so difficult to understand.

Findings and Analysis
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Demographics 

Age Group  <25  26-35  36-55  >55

I surveyed around 60 people who belonged to various age groups. The survey of 4 age groups 

was done. The four age groups were:  Less than 25 years,  26 -35 years, 36-55 years and 

above 55.

Findings and Analysis
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To conclude, the results show that the companies are playing on the peripheral cues to 

maintain their Total Relationship Management and connect to the customers both present 

and potential. The companies are operating in a highly aggressive and competitive global 

market place and this climate has led to the emphasis on quality in all aspects. TQM focuses 

on integration and coordination as well as the continuous improvement of all activities and 

processes. Total Relationship Management (TRM) is a very recent marketing strategy and 

philosophy. It focuses on and is concerned with all integrated internal and external activities 

within and between the organizations. These two terms are integrated by the manufacturers 

by building good quality products and building good relationship with dealers and enhancing 

service levels. 

However, when studied from the point of view of a customer there seems to be no major 

difference among the car brands in a segment as far as performance is concerned. The brand 

perception is dependant mostly on the peripheral cues depending upon the nature and quality 

of the service provided along with the pricing, maintenance, availability of spare parts and 

related issues. So, a question arises here that is this the end of road for the branding of cars? 

Has the commoditization of cars has started and its time that manufacturers must read the 

writing on the wall? It seems so! It seems as an undercurrent sentiment is flowing and the 

perception of the customers is changing according to it. 

The study shows that brand perception is something which starts building up before a car is 

purchased and goes on with its use and is reflected in there commendations the customer 

makes to his acquaintances for the same car. Also, it’s seen that the customer might not be 

using the car still he holds the perceptions about it. Brand personality of a car is enforced by 

Conclusion 
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the sellers in the mindsets of the customers and the customers react to it by forming their 

perceptions about the car and this reflects in the overall brand image of the car. 

Dealers, as per the study findings, play a very important role in building up the brand 

perception of the cars. Since dealers are the connecting link between the customers and the 

manufacturers thus becoming the most important link in joining the company to its customers 

as he is the person who will sell the product, will deliver it and will keep on providing the after 

sales services to the customers as and when required. 

So, it becomes necessary automatically to study dealer as a part of customers’ satisfaction 

journey with the product called car! Their proximity to the customers, the service provided by 

them and the relationship maintained by them with the customers helps the car companies to 

establish and reinstate the brand personality communicated by them to the customers. 

Finally the major point that emerges out of this detailed study is a caution for the car 

companies. It says that there is no doubt that Indian car market may be growing still the car 

companies have a long way to travel to convince their customers about the brand personality 

of their cars and how it suits the prospective buyers. Simply because it simply is not a 

guarantee that how so ever good the customer might be holding the brand perception and 

how so ever good the brand image may be it is not a guarantee that it will convert into sale. 

Cars just like clothes and accessories suit the style and persona of a person and since all cars 

will become commodity someday the key to sell and excel in the market will lie with a person 

who knows how to use the perceptions of the customers to its use and sell the cars ‘coz 

ultimately only that car survives which sells.

Conclusion 
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In my finding Honda City is the best at delivering customer satisfaction but it has to improve 

on ground clearance, this is what I understand when I spoke with car owners. The car has 

super luxury feel, fuel efficient and great look.

The next best is the Toyota Corolla Altis, it competes with Honda city in all aspect, good 

mileage, fantastic interior. The car has to improve on looks, and otherwise it is the best car in 

the segment.

The next best is the Hyundai Verna, cars owners, says they are happy with the looks but they 

need improvement on the leg spacing, also they are concerned with ground clearance. Overall 

the car is value for money.

When it comes to dealers and cost of service the Maruti SX4 ranked on the top but fares very 

low with the looks and in mileage.

Overall verdict, all the cars in this segment are excellent with some minor ups and downs. 

Cars owners are satisfied with their respective cars.

Finding and Suggestions
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